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Abstra t. This paper reports the design and initial implementation of an extensive

olle tion
of libraries for automata theory and Turing ma hines in the fun tional programming languages SML
and Haskell. Su h an e ort has two bene ts: one is on eptual larity, in the sense that omputational on epts and onstru tion algorithms mat h dire tly and faithfully to types and fun tions in
the implementation, espe ially in terms of re ursion; the other is on iseness and eÆ ien y brought
by the unusual features of these fun tional programming languages unimaginable in the traditional
imperative setting. In SML, we provide a simulation of nite state ma hines and Turing ma hines
by taking advantage of SML's stru tures, fun tors, and ex eptional handling me hanism. The
simpli ity of this implementation makes it valuable for lassroom use. In Haskell, we provide an
implementation of deterministi and non-deterministi nite state ma hines, the onversion from
the non-deterministi one to a deterministi one, state minimization, and onstru tions su h as
union, interse tion, on atenation, and Kleene star on non-deterministi ma hines. Conversion
from regular expressions to nite state ma hines an be a hieved straightforwardly in terms of
these onstru tions. The bene t of the Haskell implementation is the great freedom in the representation of a tual automata to be used with the pa kage. This freedom has been enhan ed
by using Multi-Parameter Type Class extensions of the Haskell type system to allow the various
onstru tions to make very few assumptions about the data they use.
Key words: Automata theory, theory of omputation, fun tional programming, SML, Haskell.

1 Introdu tion
The on eptual larity and on iseness of fun tional programming languages su h as SML [5℄ and
Haskell [8℄ make them ideal languages in whi h to implement nite state ma hines and Turing
ma hines, for both edu ational and resear h purposes. However, there has not been a systemati
implementation of automata theory (DFA, NFA, Turing Ma hines, onstru tions) in these lan1

guages. The losest fun tional implementation is by Thompson [9℄ using Miranda, in a very limited
way.
This paper is on erned with the simulation of automata theory (DFA, NFA, Turing ma hines,
onstru tions, grammars, regular expressions) in the fun tional language SML and Haskell. Su h
an e ort has two bene ts: one is on eptual larity, in the sense that omputational on epts
and onstru tion algorithms mat h dire tly and faithfully to types and fun tions in the implementation, espe ially in terms of re ursion; the other is on iseness and eÆ ien y brought by the
unusual features of these fun tional programming languages unimaginable in the traditional imperative setting. In SML, we provide a simulation of nite state ma hines and Turing ma hines
by taking advantage of SML's stru tures, fun tors, and ex eptional handling me hanism. The
simpli ity of this implementation makes it valuable for lassroom use. In Haskell, we provide an
implementation of deterministi and non-deterministi nite state ma hines, the onversion from
the non-deterministi one to a deterministi one, state minimization, and onstru tions su h as
union, interse tion, on atenation, and Kleene star on non-deterministi ma hines. The bene t of
the Haskell implementation is the great freedom in the representation of a tual automata to be used
with the pa kage. This freedom has been enhan ed by using Multi-Parameter Type Class extensions of the Haskell type system to allow the various onstru tions to make very few assumptions
about the data they use.
In the rst part of the paper we des ribe the design and implementation of deterministi Turing
ma hines and nite automata in SML. We then des ribe an implementation of an extensive set of
onstru tions in Haskell. Comparison of the implementations is provided in the on lusion.
Remark. This paper is not meant to be an introdu tion to fun tional programming in either
SML or Haskell. Some knowledge of fun tional programming is ne essary in order to understand
and appre iate the ontents of this paper.

2 Turing ma hines in SML
Several ideas ome to mind when one onsiders the implementation of Turing ma hines in a fun tional language. For example, a Turing ma hine an be represented as a list of tuples, with ea h
tuple spe ifying the urrent state, the s anned symbol, the a tion, and the next state. This is
probably the most likely implementation of Turing ma hines in an imperative language, or even
a fun tional one (Thompson 1995 [9℄). However, this representation does not seem to fully re e t
the advantages o ered by a fun tional language. To determine the next on guration, one has to
mat h the urrent state with a tuple in the list, and then update the on guration a ordingly.
Moreover, the tuple list may not represent a fun tion at all.
Another way is to represent both the state and the transition fun tion as fun tions (see Exer ise
11.3.30 of Mit hell 1996 [4℄; to be fair, this example is for type inferen e), and the \next on guration" is determined by fun tion appli ation. This representation is sensitive to the number of
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states a Turing ma hine has, for the arity of the fun tions depends on the total number of states.
Thus, oding of states requires a bit of e ort, and the implementation is not that intuitive.
We present an implementation of deterministi Turing ma hines in SML that attempts to be
as intuitive and straightforward as possible. We use integers to represent states and use hara ters for tape symbols. The tape is two-way in nite. It an be naturally oded as a triple
( har list) * har * ( har list). In our implementation, the transition fun tion is represented as a ( urried) fun tion from states to tape symbols to state-a tion pairs. The advantage of
a fun tion, instead of a list of tuples, for the transition fun tion is that the next-state an be found
by a straightforward fun tion appli ation. Sin e we are interested in language a eptors here only,
a omputation an a ept a string, reje t a string, or be non-terminating.

2.1 Design
A Turing ma hine has a nite ontrol whi h determines, for ea h step, whether it should move left,
move right, or write something, and then enter a new state. This entails the use of some basi types
in the stru ture for the implementation, su h as Gamma, for tape symbols, and State for states. It
is nature to let Gamma be har and State be int.

Tape. In the literature, two versions of Turing ma hines exist: one of them work on a one-way

in nite tape, and the other work on a two-way in nite tape. However, it is mandatory to des ribe
the tape in terms of three parts { the position of the read-write head, the tape ontent left of it,
and the tape ontent right of it. A two-way in nite tape ts the des ription naturally without the
restri tion of a left end. The type for tape is
type Tape = (Gamma list) * Gamma * (Gamma list)

Transition fun tion.

The nite ontrol of a Turing ma hine is spe i ed by a transition
fun tion. Again, there are di erent versions of su h a transition fun tion in the literature, depending
on what the ma hine is allowed to do at ea h step. Most de nitions allow a Turing ma hine to
both move the read-write head and hange the ontent of the tape ell. To spe ify su h an a tion,
one needs to use a tuple indi ating the dire tion of head-move as well as the what is been written.
However, most of the time a ma hine makes a head-move without hanging the tape ontent. Thus
the tuple type will result in a lot of redundan y and this is not what we adopt.
Instead, we follow the idea of Barwise and Et hmendy (1993 [1℄) in their design of Turing's
World 3.0. At ea h step, a Turing ma hine does exa tly one thing: it either moves left, or moves
right, or makes a ontent hange without a head-move. This entails the type for Turing ma hines'
a tions:
datatype A tion = L | R | W of har
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where L stands for a left-move, R for a right-move, and W of har for the writing of a hara ter
onto the urrent tape ell. The type of transition fun tion is then
type Delta = State -> Gamma -> (State * A tion)

Transition fun tions of this kind require less e ort to ode. A tion and new state an be found
by a dire t appli ation of the fun tion. This mat hes perfe tly with our on eption of a Turing
ma hine.

Ma hine.

We implement the Turing ma hine pa kage in a stru ture alled TM. A ma hine
onsists of a triple indi ating the initial state, the transition fun tion, and the a epting state.
A on guration is a state-tape tuple. Basi fun tions in lude next, for determining the next
on guration; delta_star, for repeating next until the ma hine rea hes the a epting state or else
(see Se tion 2.3). In the ase of a eptan e, delta_star returns the string "a epted!". The
fun tion runtm re eives an input to a Turing ma hine, sets up the initial on guration, and applies
delta_star to run the ma hine. The fun tion next an also be used to step-run the ma hine (by
issuing next it in SML).

2.2 Implementation
We use Standard ML of New Jersey, Version 110.0.3 for the implementation. Sin e a tape is
represented as a triple of type (Gamma list) * Gamma * (Gamma list), a spe ial hara ter must
be singled out to denote a blank tape ell. We use the spe ial hara ter #, given in SML as #"#",
for this purpose.
Tape ontents hange a ording to an a tion. The auxiliary fun tion hange is written for this
purpose.
fun
|
|
|
|

hange
hange
hange
hange
hange

(L,
(L,
(R,
(R,
((W

([℄, ell, right))
(ll::left, ell, right))
(left, ell, [℄))
(left, ell, rr::right))
x), (left, ell, right))

=
=
=
=
=

([℄, blank, ell::right)
(left, ll, ell::right)
( ell::left, blank,[℄)
( ell::left, rr, right)
(left, x, right);

This fun tion re e ts the \two-sta k" simulation of a Turing ma hine. A slight modi ation of the
fun tion an produ e a more intuitive tape layout.
Fun tion next determines the next on guration with respe t to a Turing ma hine.
fun next (x,tm) =
let val ( urr, (left, ell, right)) = x
val (_, delta, _) = tm
val (newstate, a t) = (delta urr ell)
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in ((newstate, hange (a t, (left, ell, right))), tm)
end;

The fourth line above, val (newstate, a t) = (delta urr ell), takes advantage of the fa t
that delta is a ( urried) fun tion. In a tuple list presentation of the transition fun tion, more work
is need to implement this line.
Another auxiliary fun tion alled init puts the input string on the tape appropriately so that
the read-write head rests on the rst symbol of the string.
fun init(x:string) =
let val gs = explode(x)
in ([℄, hd(gs), tl(gs))
end;

Fun tions delta_star and runtm are routine to implement.

2.3 Ex eption handling
The implementation seems to be rather straightforward after the design phase, ex ept for one
thing. When we a tually produ e an example ma hine and test it, we either end su essfully in an
a epting state, or rea h a point where the urrent on guration is out of the s ope of the transition
fun tion's domain (un aught ex eption). This is an ideal setting where SML's elegant ex eption
handler an be put to use.
The out ome is a stru ture alled TM, pa kaging all the types and fun tions together:
stru ture TM=
stru t
ex eption Abort;
type Gamma
type State
datatype A tion
type Tape
type Config
type Delta
type Ma hine

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

har;
int;
L | R | W of Gamma;
(Gamma list) * Gamma * (Gamma list);
State * Tape;
State -> Gamma -> (State * A tion);
State * Delta * State;

val blank= #"#";
fun hange (L, ([℄, ell, right))
= ([℄, blank, ell::right)
| hange (L, (ll::left, ell, right)) = (left, ll, ell::right)
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| hange (R, (left, ell, [℄))
= ( ell::left, blank,[℄)
| hange (R, (left, ell, rr::right)) = ( ell::left, rr, right)
| hange ((W x), (left, ell, right)) = (left, x, right);
fun next (x,tm) =
let val ( urr, (left, ell, right)) = x
val (_, delta,_) = tm
val (newstate, a t) = (delta urr ell)
in ((newstate, hange (a t, (left, ell, right))), tm)
end;
fun init(x:string) =
let val gs = explode(x)
in ([℄, hd(gs), tl(gs))
end;
fun delta_star (x,tm)=
let val ( urr,_) = x
val (_,_,a epts) = tm
in if urr=a epts then "a epted!"
else delta_star (next(x,tm))
end
handle Abort => "reje ted!";
fun runtm(x, tm) =
let val (initial,_,_) = tm
in delta_star ((initial,init x),tm)
end;
end;

2.4 Example
A six state Turing ma hine is oded for the language fan bn n j n  0g. The idea is for the ma hine
to s an the tape from left to right and mark o a, b, one by one until every symbol in the input
string has been marked o .
open TM;
val initial =0:State;
val a ept=1:State;
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val delta:Delta = fn
0 => (fn #"x"=>(0,R)
2 => (fn #"a"=>(2,R)
3 => (fn #"b"=>(3,R)
4 => (fn #" "=>(4,R)
5 => (fn #"#"=>(0,R)
_ => raise Abort;

|
|
|
|
|

#"#"=>(1,R)
#"x"=>(2,R)
#"x"=>(3,R)
#"x"=>(4,R)
_=>(5,L))

val tm:Ma hine = (initial,delta,a

|
|
|
|
|

#"a"=>(2,(W #"x")) | _=>raise Abort)
#"b"=>(3,(W #"x")) | _=>raise Abort)
#" "=>(4,(W #"x")) | _=>raise Abort)
#"#"=>(5,L)
| _=>raise Abort)

|
|
|
|

ept);

Just as one would expe t, runtm("aaabbb ",tm) leads to "a epted!". Similarly,
runtm("aaabb ",tm) leads to "reje ted!".
One an see that impli it in the oding of the transition fun tion is another advantage. We
simply asso iate a fun tion to a state, avoiding the repetition of the argument states, su h as in
[ (0, #"x", 0, R), (0, #"#", 1, R), (0, #"a", 2, W #''x'') ℄

if one were to ode the rst line of delta as tuples. There is, however, one bene t of oding the
transition fun tion as a list of tuples: the raise Abort part an be omplete avoided here but it
reappears in the main body of a modi ed version for the fun tion next.

3 Deterministi

nite automata in SML

Although some versions of deterministi nite automata (DFA) only requires the transition fun tion
to be partial (e.g. [1℄), we follow the main stream tradition (e.g. [2℄) of requiring the transition
fun tion to be a (total) fun tion. (Other aspe ts of automata theory, su h as the Myhill-Nerode
Theorem, depends on the totality.)
We develop a simulation of DFA that takes advantage of ML's module system, espe ially fun tors. The module system allows user-de ned alphabets and states. But on e an alphabet sigma
and a state set state is xed, whether a fun tion of a ertain kind really is a transition fun tion
redu es to whether the fun tion is de ned everywhere on sigma * state. This is exa tly where
the ML interpreter provides useful feedba k: the fun tion is well-de ned if the interpreter ompiles
the fun tion without emitting Warning: mat h nonexhaustive!

3.1 Spe i ation
The signatures Sigma, State, and Automaton de ne the alphabet, the state set, and fun tions for
automaton-simulation. The fun tion next determines the next on guration of a DFA by returning
the new state with the remaining input symbols. Ea h appli ation of next onsumes exa tly one
symbol from the input list. The fun tion delta_star re ursively applies the fun tion next from
7

a starting on guration until all the input symbols have been onsumed. It returns the resulting
state.
signature Sigma = sig eqtype sigma end;
signature State = sig eqtype state end;
signature Automaton =
sig
eqtype sigma;
eqtype state;
type dfa;
val next: sigma list * state * dfa -> sigma list * state * dfa;
val delta_star: sigma list * state * dfa -> state;
val a ept: sigma list -> dfa -> bool;
end;

3.2 Implementation
The implementation is realized by a fun tor alled DFA. The fun tor re eives two stru tures, one of
Sigma and the other of State, and returns a resulting stru ture of Automaton.
fun tor DFA(stru ture symbols:Sigma; stru ture states:State):Automaton =
stru t
type sigma = symbols.sigma;
type state = states.state;
type dfa = state * (state->sigma->state) * state list;
fun isin (x, [℄) = false
| isin (x, y::ys) = if x=y then true else isin(x, ys);
fun next([ ℄, urr, M) = ([ ℄, urr,M)
| next(s::ss, urr, M as (initial, delta, final))
= (ss, (delta urr s), M);
fun delta_star(xs, urr, M) = if xs=[℄ then urr
else delta_star (next(xs, urr,M));
fun a

ept (w: sigma list) (M:dfa) =
let val (initial, delta, final) = M
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val last = delta_star(w,initial,M)
in
isin(last,final)
end;
end;

The fun tion isin tests membership, whi h should not belong here. Fun tions next, delta_star
and a ept are straightforward, with a ept returning a truth value.

3.3 Example
The pay-o of the areful design and the use of fun tors an be appre iated more on retely through
an example. Here is a four states DFA over the alphabet fa; bg. The transition fun tion, delta, is
given using ML's anonymous fun tion onstru t. The de nitional uniformity lies in the fa t that
asso iated with ea h state is again a fun tion, this time of type two -> four.
stru ture two = stru t datatype sigma = a | b end;
stru ture four = stru t datatype state = A | B | C | D end;
stru
open
open
open

ture DFA1 = DFA (stru ture symbols = two; stru ture states = four);
two;
four;
DFA1;

val delta = fn A=> (fn a
| B=> (fn a
| C=> (fn a
| D=> (fn a
val example = (A, delta,

=> B | b
=> D | b
=> A | b
=> C | b
[B,C℄);

=>
=>
=>
=>

C)
A)
D)
B);

Of ourse, to fully spe ify a DFA we also need to indi ate the initial state and the set of nal
states, as is given in the value example above. Test on the DFA shows that
a

ept [a,b,a,a,b,b℄ example;

returns true, and a ept [a,b,b℄ example; returns false. This means that the string
is a epted, while abb is not.
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abaabb

4 Finite state ma hines and onstru tions in Haskell
We now move to our Haskell implementation of the standard onstru tions in automata theory:
DFA, NFA, union, interse tion, on atenation, Kleene star, and minimization of DFA.
We represent automata as a triple onsisting of a transition fun tion, a start state, and a
fun tion from the set of states to a Boolean value representing the set of nal states, similar to the
SML implementation. However, in this Haskell implementation, the types for states and alphabets
are more exible. This allows automata to make their own hoi es of implementing their transition
fun tions. Some automata may be able to exploit domain-spe i properties to reate fun tions that
are more eÆ ient than their table-based ounterparts. As the fun tions that work with automata
are more generi , hopefully the pa kage is more useful.
newtype (Alphabet ab) => DFA st ab =
MkDFA (st -> ab -> st, st, st -> Bool)
a
a

epts :: (Alphabet ab) => DFA ab -> [ab℄ -> Bool
epts (MkDFA (delta, start, isFinal)) string =
isFinal (foldl delta start string)

To represent the Alphabet, we hose to introdu e a type lass with a variable that holds a
list of all the letters in the alphabet. Using this along with the graph rea hability algorithm, it
is straightforward to ompute the set of rea hable states. This is essential for some onstru tions
su h as state minimization.
lass Eq ab => Alphabet ab where
alphabet :: [ab℄

Two parti ular kinds of Alphabet are de ned below. One is the alphabet of digits, and the
other is the Boolean alphabet.
instan e Alphabet Digit where
alphabet = map mkDigit [0..9℄
instan e Alphabet Bool where
alphabet = [False, True℄

The fun tion mkDigit takes an integer between 0 and 9 as the argument and returns a Digit.
We also provide the fun tion mkDigits whi h takes an integer and onverts it to a list of digits.
One remarkable feature of this representation is its ability to represent automata with an in nite
number of states. Many of our onstru tions will still work orre tly with in nite automata, those
that don't are usually inherently limited to nite automata, su h as state minimization. Thus, our
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pa kage fa ilitates experimenting with in nite automata. Furthermore, we doubt that inadvertently
reating in nite automata will be a problem in pra ti e.
Now, we have everything ne essary to build a few sample automata. The rst one he ks
whether or not a string of boolean values has an odd number of trues and falses. The rst is a
parti ularly good example of the transition fun tion exploiting domain-spe i properties in a way
that would not be possible in an implementation based inherently around transition tables.
odd_tfs :: DFA (Bool, Bool) Bool
odd_tfs = MkDFA ( d, s, f )
where
d (x,y) a = if a then (not x, y) else (x, not y)
s
= (False,False),
f x
= x == (True, True)

This DFA takes a string of Boolean values and returns true if the number of true values and
the number of false values in the string are both odd.
Starting up Hugs (see [3℄ { a Haskell interpreter), we an intera tively play with what we have
de ned. Our pa kage implements the standard Haskell type lass Show, so that when we type in
an expression that has the type DFA, hugs will display a textual representation of the value. So
this is what we get for the automata just reated.
>> odd_tfs
((False,False),
((False,False),
((False,True ),
((False,True ),
((True ,False),
((True ,False),
((True ,True )*,
((True ,True )*,

False)
True )
False)
True )
False)
True )
False)
True )

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

(False,True )
(True ,False)
(False,False)
(True ,True )
(True ,True )
(False,False)
(True ,False)
(False,True )

In our textual representation, the start state is listed rst, and the nal states are marked by a
star. Here is a test run of the DFA:
>> odd_tfs `a epts` map ('1' ==) "001011001010"
True

The se ond DFA he ks that a string of de imal digits is divisible by some number. It is a tually
a fun tion for whi h we get a DFA for ea h integer n.
11

divisible :: Int -> DFA Int
divisible n = MkDFA ( d, s,
where
d remainder digit
s
f remainder

Digit
f )
= (10 * remainder + fromDigit digit) `mod` n
= 0
= remainder == 0

Here are some test runs:
>> divisible 7 `a epts` mkDigits 53784323
False
>> divisible 9 `a epts` mkDigits 53784324
True

We've provided 6 basi onstru tions for dealing with DFA: rossDFA, unionDFA, dfa2nfa,
rea hableDFA, fa torDFA, and minimizeDFA. The standard onstru tions are easy and straightforward to de ne. For example, here is the ode for the produ t (interse tion) of two DFA:
rossDFA :: (Alphabet ab) => DFA st1 ab -> DFA st2 ab -> DFA (st1,st2) ab
rossDFA (MkDFA (d1, s1, f1)) (MkDFA (d2, s2, f2)) = MkDFA (d3, s3, f3)
where
d3 (st1, st2) a = (d1 st1 a, d2 st2 a)
s3
= (s1, s2)
f3 (st1, st2) = f1 st1 && f2 st2

Likewise, unionDFA is the same, ex ept that we use (||) (or) instead of (&&) (and) in the new
nal state fun tion.
The last three onstru tions require the use of sets and nite maps. We have de ned two multiparameter type lasses as interfa es to nite maps and sets, and provided an implementation of
ea h based on the data stru ture of 2-3-4 trees. Here is a partial interfa e to ea h:
module Set ... where
lass I set a where
fromList :: [a℄ -> set a
toList :: set a -> [a℄
empty

:: set a
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has
add

:: set a -> a -> Bool
:: set a -> a -> set a

module FiniteMap ... where
lass I f a b where
empty
::
hasKey
::
addKey
::
hangeKey ::
apply
::
applyMaybe ::
applyDef ::

f
f
f
f
f
f
b

a b
a b ->
a b ->
a b ->
a b ->
a b ->
-> f a

a -> Bool
(a,b) -> f a b
a -> b -> (b -> b) -> f a b
a -> b
a -> Maybe b
b -> a -> b

The advantage of type lasses is that we don't have to write our ode using one spe i implementation of a nite map or set. Multi-parameter type lasses allow the implementation, not
the interfa e, to de ne the range of appropriate types that the set ontains. With single-parameter
type lasses (su h as in our SML implementation), implementations are required to work with all
appropriate types as set forth by the interfa e, and thus annot make any further onstraints on
the type. Thus, with single-parameter type lasses, we would probably have to resort to onstraining the types that sets an hold to ordered types in the set interfa e in order to get reasonable
implementations. This would rule out implementations that an work with unordered types, or
more eÆ ient implementations that work with more tightly onstrained datatypes.
State rea hability is fairly straightforward. We also provide a variant, rea hableDFA_list,
that returns the queue it used for the algorithm. The sta k represents the states that are left to
visit, and the set represents all the states that have been inserted into the sta k.
rea hableDFA :: (Alphabet ab, Set.I set st) => DFA st ab -> set st
rea hableDFA (MkDFA(d,s,f)) = rea hable' ([s℄, Set.fromList [s℄)
where
f (sta k, set) state
| set `Set.has` state = (sta k, set)
| otherwise
= (state:sta k, set `Set.add` state)
rea hable' ([℄, set) = set
rea hable' (x:xs, set) = rea hable' (foldl f (xs,set) (map (d x) alphabet))

We provide a spe ial fun tion, fa torDFA, whi h takes a one-to-one fun tion and a DFA and
returns a automata equivalent to the rst, ex ept that states have been renamed using the fun tion,
the transition is represented as a nite map, and the nal fun tion is represented as set membership.
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This is parti ularly useful after performing onstru tions on the automaton to ompute a more
eÆ ient representation of the automaton.
Finally, minimizeDFA is implemented using the algorithm des ribed in Hop roft and Ullman
[2℄. We start with a olle tion of all the unordered pairs of the states of the DFA, and ross out all
pairs where one state is a nal state and the other is a non nal state. Then, for ea h unordered
pair fx; yg and ea h letter l, we al ulate p = fdxl; dylg. If this pair p is rossed out, then we
ross out fx; yg, otherwise we mark p su h that if it is ever rossed out, we also ross out fx; yg.
On e we've ompleted this task, all of the remaining pairs that have not been rossed out are states
that are equivalent to ea h other. At this point, our algorithm takes ea h equivalen e lass, hooses
a single representative state from ea h, and represents the new transition fun tion as a map from
ea h state to it representative state omposed with the transition fun tion. At this point, alling
fa torDFA would more than likely be worthwhile, as the resulting DFA will be less eÆ ient than
before.
To implement unordered pairs, we assume that the set of states of the DFA have an ordering
de ned on them, and then assure that the rst element in the pair is less than the se ond element.
A empty nite map from pairs of states to an optional list of pairs of states is used to hold the
ne essary information about ea h pair. The value Nothing means that pair has been rossed out,
and the value Just xs is used to hold all the pairs that need to be rossed out if that pair gets
rossed out.
Then, to hoose ea h representative element, we start with an empty nite map from states to
states. We then step though ea h pair of states fx; yg, where x  y, in lexi ographi order. If y is
not asso iated with anything in our nite map, we asso iate y with x. Here is the omplete ode
in Haskell for minimization:
0

0

0

minimizeDFA_using
:: (Ord st, Alphabet ab, FM.I fm (st,st) (Maybe [(st,st)℄), FM.I fm' st st)
=> fm (st,st) (Maybe [(st,st)℄) -> fm' st st -> DFA st ab -> DFA st ab
minimizeDFA_using emptymap emptymap' m(MkDFA (d,s,f))
| nonfinal == [℄ = MkDFA ( onst, s, onst True)
| final
== [℄ = MkDFA ( onst, s, onst False)
| otherwise
= MkDFA (d',s',f)
where
d' st ab = FM.apply repElems (d st ab)
s'
= FM.apply repElems s
states = Set.toList (rea hable m)
where
rea hable = rea hableDFA :: (Ord a, Alphabet b) => DFA a b -> Set.T234 a
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(final, nonfinal) =

List.partition f states

repElems = foldl (\fm (y,x) -> FM. hangeKey fm y x id) emptymap'
[ (y,x)
| (x:xs) <- tails states, y <- (x:xs),
x == y || FM.applyDef (Just [℄) minsts (x,y) /= Nothing ℄
minsts = foldl (trans alphabet) minsts_0 ( pairs states )
where
minsts_0 = foldl FM.addKey emptymap
[ (sortPair (x,y),Nothing) | x <- final, y <- nonfinal ℄
trans [℄
fm pair = fm
trans (ab:abs) fm pair(x,y)
| x' == y' = trans abs fm pair
| otherwise = ase (FM.applyDef (Just [℄) fm pair') of
Nothing -> rossout fm pair
Just xs -> trans abs ( FM.addKey fm (pair', Just (pair:xs)) ) pair
where pair'(x',y') = sortPair (d x ab, d y ab)
rossout fm pair = ase (FM.applyDef (Just [℄) fm pair) of
Nothing -> fm
Just xs -> foldl rossout fm' xs
where fm' = FM. hangeKey fm pair (Nothing) ( onst Nothing)
tails :: [a℄ -> [[a℄℄
tails [℄ = [℄
tails xs = xs : tails (tail xs)
pairs :: [a℄ -> [(a,a)℄
pairs list = [ (x,y) | (x:xs) <- tails list, y <- xs ℄
sortPair (x,y)
| x <= y
= (x,y)
| otherwise = (y,x)

4.1 Nondeterministi Finite Automata
The kind of NFA we have implemented is NFA without -moves, that is, we do not allow our
NFA to swit h states without onsuming a letter from the input. If we were to introdu e -moves,
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we would have to be areful of our simulation algorithms behavior on y les of -moves, whi h is
important as they ould potentially be introdu ed using our various onstru tions. Eliminating
them ensures our algorithm to simulate the NFA will terminate. Also, it leads to a simpler, more
eÆ ient representation, and it did not pose any diÆ ulty in implementing NFA onstru tions, as
we an simply take the - losure whenever we want to introdu e an -move. Thus, when we say we
introdu ed an -move from state x to state y, we really mean that we added all the transitions of
y to the transitions of x.
Our representation of NFA is very similar to the representation of a DFA, ex ept that the
transition relation is represented by a fun tion from a state to a letter to a list of states. We
simulate the NFA using a simple ba ktra king algorithm.
newtype (Alphabet ab) => NFA st ab =
MkNFA (st -> ab -> [st℄, st, st -> Bool)
instan e Automaton (NFA b) where
a epts (MkNFA (delta, start, isFinal)) string = a epts' start string
where
a epts' state [℄
= isFinal state
a epts' state (x:xs) = ase (delta state x) of
[℄ -> False
[s℄ -> a epts' s xs
ss -> foldr (\s a -> a epts' s xs || a) False ss

One ould rewrite the se ond equation of a epts' by repla ing the ase statement by the last
alternative in the ase statement. The ase statement is so that when the transition fun tion has
only one alternative, a epts' an be tail-re ursive. This often is a ommon ase for NFA.
We provide seven basi kinds of onstru tions on NFA: rossNFA, unionNFA, on atNFA,
kleeneNFA, nfa2dfa, rea hableNFA, and fa torNFA. The fun tion rossNFA is implemented in an
analogous way as rossDFA, but unionNFA was implemented by introdu ing a new start state, and
added -moves from the new start state the start state of x and the start state of y. To represent
the new set of states, we used Nothing as the new start state, Just (Left x) as the set of states
for the left argument, and Just (Right x) as the set of states for the right argument.
unionNFA :: (Alphabet ab) =>
NFA st1 ab -> NFA st2 ab -> NFA (Maybe (Either st1 st2)) ab
unionNFA (MkNFA (d1, s1, f1)) (MkNFA (d2, s2, f2)) = MkNFA (d3, s3, f3)
where
d3 Nothing
x = map (Just . Left) (d1 s1 x)
++ map (Just . Right) (d2 s2 x)
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d3
d3
s3
f3
f3
f3

(Just (Left a)) x =
(Just (Right a)) x =
=
(Nothing)
=
(Just (Left a)) =
(Just (Right a)) =

map (Just . Left) (d1 a x)
map (Just . Right) (d2 a x)
Nothing
(f1 s1 || f2 s2)
f1 a
f2 a

The fun tion on atNFA was implemented by introdu ing an -move from ea h nal state of x
to the start state of y. Finally, the kleeneNFA introdu es -moves from ea h nal state of x to the
start state of x. We use (Left x) to represent the states of the left argument, and (Right x) to
represent the states of the right argument. kleeneDFA was implemented in a very analogous way,
ex ept that an -move was added from ea h nal state to the start state.
on atNFA :: (Alphabet ab) =>
NFA st1 ab -> NFA st2 ab -> NFA (Either st1 st2) ab
on atNFA (MkNFA (d1, s1, f1)) (MkNFA (d2, s2, f2))
= MkNFA (d3, s3, f3)
where
d3 (Left x) a = map Left (d1 x a) ++ if (f1 x) then
(map Right (d2 s2 a)) else [℄
d3 (Right y) a = map Right (d2 y a)
s3 = Left s1
f3 (Left _) = False
f3 (Right y) = f2 y
kleeneNFA :: (Alphabet ab) => NFA st ab -> NFA st ab
kleeneNFA (MkNFA (d, s, f)) = MkNFA (d', s, f)
where
d' st a = d st a ++ if (f st) then (d s a) else [℄

5 Con lusion
We believe that in some sense, the ode is the do umentation for fun tional programming. Fun tional expressions make pre ise mathemati al sense due mainly to referential transparen y, or la k
of side-e e ts. The mathemati al on epts and algorithms used in automata theory an be oded
fairly dire tly in SML and Haskell, as our implementation shows. Our main ontribution is in the
areful sele tion of type stru tures used in representing automata-theoreti on epts, allowing both
exibility and simpli ity.
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We have not yet rea hed a de nite hoi e between SML and Haskell: as with any implementation, there are trade-o s and we intend to keep both versions.
There are two main advantages with SML. One is the the ex eption handling me hanism, and
the other is SML's intera tive user interfa e, whi h allows for more eÆ ient intera tion with the
interpreter. For example, in the SML implementation of DFA, sin e we are using enumeration types
for the alphabet and the states, the use of fun tors allows the ML interpreter to he k whether a
transition fun tion of type state->sigma->state is total or not: the fun tion is total exa tly when
the interpreter does not give the \mat h non-exhaustive" warning. If it were not for this feature,
we would have to use a tuple list to represent a fun tion, and to write an auxiliary fun tion to
he k if a tuple list indeed de nes a total fun tion.
The main advantage of Haskell is in the muli-parameter type lass extensions. This allows a
exible representation of states and alphabets in a anoni al way, o ering a good balan e of type
onstraint and exibility.
As an be seen, our pa kage an be extended with various other features. Regular expressions
and grammars ome next { their implementation will follow the same style. In the implementation
of grammars and parsing, we may be able to take advantage of Haskell's built-in monad stru tures.
Although our implementation is not yet omplete, we have a hieved in a short time what may
have taken mu h longer to a omplish in the imperative setting { in a more reliable, reusable, and
on ise way.

6 The pa kages
The SML and Haskell pa kages are available for downloading at
http://vorlon. wru.edu/~gqz/automata.html

You need to install SML and Hugs (a Haskell interpreter) in order to run them, though. These
an be obtained at [7℄ for SML and [3℄ for Haskell.
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